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The protein we used was a soybean protein purMETHOD FOR SUPPRESSING DUST IN GRAIN
chased from the Gunther protein division of A. E. StaHANDLING AND STORAGE USING EDIBLE
ley Co. and sold under the trademark of Versawhip
SMALL BUBBLE FOAM
500. Originally, we purchased the Versawhip 500 pow5 der, added hot water to put it into solution, and then
used it as the surfactant, combining it with air and water
This application is a division of U.S. Pat. No.
in the machine described in U.S. Pat. NO. 4,207,202.
5.03938, issued on Aug. 13, 1991 Ser. No. 07/333,422
and having- a filing
Later, we went to the manufacturer of the Versawhip
- date of AD^. 4, 1989.
500 product and bought it in its liquid form, before it
OF THE INVENTION
10 was dried to a powder, finding that to be more conveThe problem of grain-storage explosions has been
nient for our purposes.
We do not know what the VersaWhip 500 is exactly,
very serious for many years. Grain dust is released from
except that it is a pepsin-modified soybean-based prothe grain during transport and handling of the grain.
When the dust is confined, as in a grain storage elevator,
tein with sodium benzoate added as a preservative. The
it can ignite, causing an explosion. Such explosions have 15 manufacturer says that its method or production and
resulted in substantial loss of human life and of propcomposition are a trade secret.
erty, and, until now, no effective solution has been
Since we are now able to produce the quality of edifound to the problem.
ble foam we require for dust suppression, we can apply
the foam to the grain at the transfer points and/or onto
Howard W. Cole, Jr. has invented a machine and
method for making small bubble foam having bubble 20 the surface of masses of grain as described in U.S. Pat.
diameters from 50 to 200 microns when first ejected
No. 4,400,220 to suppress the grain dust and thereby
protect against grain fires and explosions.
from the foam generator as described in U.S. Pat. Nos.
Applicant's disclosure and claims in the parent appli3,811,660 and 4,400,220, which are hereby incorporated
cation point out that the performance of the foam is
by reference. A third Cole patent, U.S. Pat. No.
4,207,202, describes an improved version of the foam 25 dependent on the size and uniformity of bubbles. Appligenerator and is also hereby incorporated by reference.
cant has now discovered that foam ejected from the
In those patents, in order to make suitable foam for dust
foam generator having a initial small bubble size rangsuppression, air, water and surfactant are pumped
ing in diameter of from about 50 to 200 microns tend to
through tortuous passages to form very small bubbles as
coalesce with one another to form some small bubbles
explained in those patents. Unfortunately, until now, we 30 having a diameter in the range of about 50 to 400 mihave not been able to apply small bubble foam to grain
crons before making contact with the dust and/or grain
or other food products, because the surfactants used to
particles, due to the residence time required to apply the
make the small bubble foam wire not approved for use
foam to the substrate. Small bubbles having a diameter
with food.
in the range of about 50 to 400 microns in diameter
35 produce acceptable foam when uniformly mixed toSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
gether with the small bubbles ranging in size of about 50
to 200 microns. The foam produced has the high elasticThe present invention solves the problem of accumulating grain dust which causes the fires and explosions.
ity, resilience, and high surface viscosity needed to
The present invention provides a small bubble foam
maintain the requisite stability required for the strucmade entirely of edible materials for use in conjunction 40 tural integrity of the foam as it is applied to the grain
with other grains or other edible materials.
and grain dust particles.
What is claimed is:
The present invention provides a method for produc1. A method for dust suppression in grain-handling
ing edible small bubble foam and applying it to grain to
prevent explosions in grain storage facilities.
and storage operations, comprising the following steps:
45
a. generating a small bubble foam by pumping air,
DESCRIPTION O F THE PREFERRED
water and an edible surfactant through tortuous
EMBODIMENT
passages to produce a small bubble foam having
In an attempt to make an edible small bubble foam for
bubble diameters in the range of about 50 to 400
use with grains or other edible materials as described in
microns and an expansion factor of about 20 to 40;
the patents cited above, we tested many food-based 50
and
surfactants on Howard W. Cole, Jr.'s equipment and
b. applying the small bubble foam to the grain at
found them to be unsatisfactory. The foams they protransfer points, including the point at which grain
falls into the storage bin so as to coat dust particles,
duced were wet and weak, with insufficient volume
formation. They produced foams like the froth on beer
causing them to adhere to other particles so that
they fall and do not continue floating in the air;
but nothing that would keep its structure for any long 55
c. wherein the edible surfactant is a food-based properiod of time. We needed a firm foam which would
tein.
produce small bubbles in the range of about 50-200
microns in diameter with an expansion factor of about
2. A method as recited in claim 1,wherein the edible
20-40 when first ejected from the foam generator. (The
surfactant is a pepsin-modified, soybean-based protein.
expansion factor is the volume of foam divided by the 60 3. A method as recited in claim 1,wherein the edible
volume of water and surfactant used to make the foam).
surfactant is a pepsin-modified, soybean-based protein
mixed with sodium benzoate.
After extensive testing, we found one edible protein that
4. A method for suppressing dust in grain-handling
produced a meringue-type foam with firm holding
and storage operations, comprising the steps of:
properties. The initial bubbles ejected from the foam
generator were in the range of about 50-200 microns 65 (a) generating an edible small bubble foam, said bubble foam having bubble diameters in the range of
diameter, and the expansion factor was between about
about 50 to 400 microns and an expansion factor of
20 and 40. This is exactly what we needed for dust
about 20 to 40, formed by pumping air, water, and
suppression and fire protection in grains.
m
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said grain dust particles to adhere to other particles
an edible surfactant comprised of a food based
of grain and grain dust and fall out of suspension.
protein continuously through a device having tor5. A method as recited in claim 4, wherein the edible
tuous passages; and
surfactant is a pepsin-modified, soybean-based protein.
5
(b) applying said edible small bubble foam directly to
6 , A method as recited in claim 4, wherein the edible
grain in a continuous Process at points in the grain
surfactant is a pepsin-modified, soybean-based protein
transfer system, wherein said edible small bubble
mixed with sodium benzoate.
* * * * *
foam is adsorbed by the grain dust particles causing

